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the reality xp gns 530w/430w v2 uses up-to-date terrain and obstacle data based on a public database, which also offers predictive flight planning capabilities and improved collision avoidance features. the default output of the reality xp gns 530w/430w v2 is the realityxp
traditional flight plan, which you can see in the image below. the reality xp gns 530w/430w v2 may be installed into your aircraft as a 2d panel or in the vc version as a 3d panel. a default panel can be installed using the setup aircraft panel menu, which also allows for easy
updates. users must update from the most current version or update when the gns 530w/430w is updated. each panel can be configured using the panel configuration menu. for those of you who have purchased the current gns530w/430w package, this package no longer

functions with reality xp gns. prior to purchasing the gns530w/430w package, it is strongly recommended that you read through the following. the reality xp gns530w/430w v2 is equipped with an intuitive garmin product - the gns530w/430w v2 will have a familiar
landing/takeoff/approach to the reality xp gns530w/430w, but with the added benefit of providing some additional safety features. with reality xp gns 530w/430w v2 installed, you are able to listen to voice advisories using the provided headset. enhanced landmark and traffic
systems are added including the flight critical area database, terrain advisory system, and gpws active track and hazard avoidance system. the default reality xp gns 530w/430w v2 gns system allows you the opportunity to configure as a navapp or using your gps and tcas as

originally equipped on your aircraft. you will notice that there are a few differences between the configuration options of the original equipment. as a result, the gns 530w/430w v2 is easy to setup and just as easy to use. just a few examples of differences include: the gns
530w/430w does not have the gns 530w/430w v2 does not have the gns 530w/430w v2 does not have the gns 530w/430w v2 does not have the
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the g530/430 is one of the best navcom instruments available for both fs9 and fsx. fortunately for flight-sim players, reality-xp and i have developed a version of the g530/430 which is available to fs9 and fsx player. within our updated gns530 v3 trainer, youll find a state of
the art garmin g530/430 which provides you the ability to use a variety of real world garmin, qstar and navcom products. within the hardware configuration, weve added an xm subscription, 2 way fm/ssb radio, a xm weather radio and vor/ils operation. if you are interested in
using the g530/430 in your own configuration, we recommend that you stay with the standard configuration and installation. however, by modifying or changing the g530 v3 to use our xm 1 year subscription, weather radio and 2 way fm/ssb youll be able to fly your very own

fsx and fs9 pilot. this is the only flight sim that allows you the real world ability to have a vor/ils database displayed in your computer display and the ability to interface with the vor/ils. this is just one of the many benefits of the g530/430 in virtual flying. the key to this
instrument is that it will continue to evolve over time as the caa updates and changes their databse. this is something that only a developer like reality-xp can do. for the latest real world updates and changes to the g530/430, its available for free download. all of the files are

available for you to download from our website. the g530/430 is a superb instrument and should be in every flight sim player configuration. the most widely supported trainer os is linux, because of the open source nature of linux, support is readily available from various
sources. however, this is not the case with windows. you can download trainer software (called "reality xp" in this case) from various places on the internet or from reputable aircraft trainers. if you are not looking for the latest software, you can get away with the lowest price.
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